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What we do
Computational mechanics and scientific computing applications.

Primarily interested in application driven problems involving transport equations

Focus on design and control of complex systems. Methods for fast simulation

Electrokinetic phenomena 
Navier-Stokes + Poisson-Nernst-Planck 

Two phase flow
Cahn-Hilliard Navier Stokes

Flow simulations 
Navier-Stokes + Energy  

Inertial and particle 
transport



Data vs domain knowledge

Data

Physics

Known physics solved/enforced No physics enforcedCoupled regime

no data Lots of data

Look at deep learning through the lens of amount of data vs amount of information

Information (or domain knowledge) considered in terms of constraints

Spectrum of methods being developed by the community

Several recent works on ‘neural PDE’ solvers: SIgnificant implication for multi-scale simulations, real time control, 

Will show our work across this spectrum of data vs constraint



Reconstruction based only on data

Reconstruction problem: Given (partial) information about image, reconstruct plausible image(s) 

Train a model with data to generate plausible images.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
Two trainable components
• Generator G that mimics the data distribution
• Discriminator D that separates real from fake

Provides a computationally efficient approach to 
reconstruct microstructures on demand, but requires huge 
amount of curated data

Snap shots from Cahn-Hilliard equation



GAN-generated images

Reconstruction based only on data

What if we had additional insights into the 
desired reconstruction …..

Explicit constraints like volume fraction, 
two point correlation

However, data potentially contains 
implicit statistical features 



Data vs Domain knowledge

Data

Physics

Known physics solved/enforced No physics enforcedCoupled regime

no data Lots of data

Principled approaches to account for domain knowledge with data  into deep networks

Excellent review, see https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.04919.pdf

- Physics guided loss functions or loss function augmentation
- Physics-guided initialization
- Physics-guided design of architecture 
- Residual modeling 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.04919.pdf


Reconstruction based on data and constraints
Generative Adversarial Invariance Network
Discriminator helps the model learn implicit constraints
Invariance checker ensures model respects explicit constraints

Example 1:  Gaussian Random Fields with known mean and 2-point correlation

Produces data that satisfy 1-, 2- and 3-
point statistics



Reconstruction based on data and constraints
Example 2:  Cahn-Hilliard snapshots

Produces data that satisfies 2- point statistics … 
.. And implicitly learns to produce smooth snapshots and volume fraction



Reconstruction based on data and constraints
Example 3:  poly crystalline microstructure snapshots

Produces data that satisfy an explicit grain 
size distribution …
.. And an implicitly learned orientation 
distribution



Data vs domain knowledge

Data

Physics

Known physics solved/enforced No physics enforcedCoupled regime

no data Lots of data

Complementing PDE solvers?



Data free models
Given constraints that completely define the field – i.e. the PDE and boundary/initial conditions 

Examples shown by Biswajit a few weeks ago (see slides https://faculty.sites.iastate.edu/hliu/MDL )

https://faculty.sites.iastate.edu/hliu/MDL


Field predictions from data-free models

Pro’s and Con’s:

+ Easy to enforce boundary conditions
+ Opens up alternate forms of loss functions 

Leverage rich literature in applied mathematics
+ Can consider outputs as finite dimensional, rather than infinite 
dimensional
+ Straightforward to extend to complex geometries

Input mesh/lattice  and output is the fields
+ Straightforward to solve stochastic variants, and large parameter
families of PDE’s

- More complex networks (since predicting a discretized field)
- More resource intensive to train 

PINN’s and variants produce point wise predictions, and use collocation 
based loss functions

Train (generative) models to produce field outputs?

Nx X Ny field
(𝜈𝜈 / f / a etc.)

Nx X Ny field
(u)

Input OutputGenerator



Choice of loss function

gen input (forcing f)

gen output (solution u)

pointwise error

Network that takes forcing ot coefficient distribution as input and predicts 
the field at finite points on the lattice.

Start with elliptic equation (steady state heat diffusion)

With a finite dimensional output, we have multiple choices of loss functions

Loss C: Weaken highest 
derivative. Energy formulation

Loss B: finite element 
integrated residual

Loss A: Use finite difference 
stencil to evaluate residual 



Example 1a: Elliptic PDE

x = 0.2 x = 0.5 x = 0.8 y = 0.2 y = 0.5 y = 0.8

input (diffusivity 𝜈𝜈) output (solution u) Numerical solution pointwise difference

Loss A: Use finite difference 
stencil to evaluate residual 



Example 1a: Elliptic PDE

input (diffusivity 𝜈𝜈) output (solution u) Numerical solution pointwise difference

x = 0.2 x = 0.5 x = 0.8 y = 0.2 y = 0.5 y = 0.8

Loss C: Weaken highest 
derivative. Energy formulation



Example 1b: Elliptic PDE

x = 0.2 x = 0.5 x = 0.8 y = 0.2 y = 0.5 y = 0.8

input (diffusivity 𝜈𝜈) output (solution u) Numerical solution pointwise difference

Loss A: Use finite difference 
stencil to evaluate residual 



Example 1b: Elliptic PDE

input (diffusivity 𝜈𝜈) output (solution u) Numerical solution pointwise difference

Loss C: Weaken highest 
derivative. Energy formulation

x = 0.2 x = 0.5 x = 0.8 y = 0.2 y = 0.5 y = 0.8



Looking at the loss

Can bound the second term of the loss in different ways

Use of basis function representation 
- Naturally incorporate higher order basis functions
- A priori error estimates
- Variational approaches



Example 1c: Elliptic PDE

y y y x x x

input (diffusivity 𝜈𝜈) output (solution u) Numerical solution pointwise difference

Loss C: Weaken highest 
derivative. Energy formulation

x = 0.2 x = 0.5 x = 0.8 y = 0.2 y = 0.5 y = 0.8



Example 1d: Elliptic PDE

gen input (diffusivity 𝜈𝜈)

gen output 
(solution u)



Example 2: Stochastic Elliptic PDE
Consider case when the coefficients are stochastic. 
A (conditional) model is trained for a range of coefficients

This also subsumes the case of training a solver for a range of inputs

Use a Karhunen-Loeve decomposition to represent the stochastic 
coefficient field in terms of a finite number of uncorrelated random 
variables 

Loss A: Use finite difference 
stencil to evaluate residual 



input (diffusivity 𝜈𝜈) output (solution u) Numerical solution pointwise difference



Producing distributional forecasts

y

x
Query points for histogram analysis



Example 3: Pure Advection

t

xInitial condition

Gen input = field of advection (constant value of 1)
Gen output = u

Loss B: finite element 
integrated residual



Example 4: Burgers equation

Loss A: Use finite difference 
stencil to evaluate residual 

Extending to systems that exhibit steep discontinuities 

1024x1024, c = 3 1024x1024, c = 10

ML solution PDE solver PDE solverML solution



Example 4: Burgers equation

Strong scaling results for training InvNet on Stampede2 cluster using 8 
processes per node and 12 threads per process

Work with RocketML



Concluding remarks

- Deep learning approaches show promise as PDE solvers
- Potentially pre-train networks to serve as PDE solvers for a family of parameter values
- Several groups have produced exciting work (for example)

○ https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.07469
○ https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.08895

- Several avenues of work remain
○ Systematically investigate impact of basis order, resolution 
○ Explore other discretization form: spectral, orthogonal polynomials
○ Is training impacted by ill-conditioning of the system being solved (or rather 

optimized)?
○ How can enlarging the parameter space impact accuracy? 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.07469
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.08895
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